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Bath bombs are ingenious little things that you simply toss in your bath to create a foamy and

bubbly bath and elevate your bathing experience into something therapeutic. Bath bombs help you

in relaxing your tired muscles at the end of a long day and make your skin soft and refreshed. All

you need to do is simply toss in a bath bomb into the tub and let the nourishing ingredients wash

over your body. But store bought bath bombs can burn a hole in your pocket. So the best solution is

to make your own bath bombs. If you want to try your hand at making your own bath bombs at

home, but don't know where to start then this is the right book for you. This book will help you make

bath bombs within a limited budget. The ingredients you will need are easily available; in fact, most

of the ingredients that you need are probably in your kitchen already. Within a matter of 15 minutes,

you will be able to whip up a batch of refreshing bath bombs by following the recipes given in this

book. In this book you will learn: What are bath bombs The history of bath bombs and how they

were first made Different uses of different types of bath bombs The effects of bath bombs on your

mind and body Why you should opt for homemade bath bombs as opposed to store-bought stuff

How to make essential oils at home Everything you need to know about curing simple ailments with

essential oils Easy to follow recipes to make basic bath bombs Bath bombs as a unique gift option

How to pack bath bombs and increase their shelf life Common mistakes to avoid when using bath

bombs Precautions when making your bath bombs
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With this book, we learn bath bombs in detail, encompassing its meaning, history, recipes,

precautions and others. This is the best guide to making amazing bath bombs and bathtub treats.

With this, we will have a comprehensive bath bomb guide and will supply us with all that we need to

know about preparing these bombs by ourselves. This book is a great help for us beginners in doing

these treats for relieving our stress off.

The bath bomb is a real bomb of Awesomeness. Thanks to this book, I can plan my special bath for

each day of the month, of the year! For any reason, for anytime, alone, with my bf, bath on all the

cases. I'm in love with this book and would like to try all the recipes now! IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢d like

the most, that each recipe is well explained.Definitely, a great book for every girl!

been seeing these bath bombs over the internet bit it is kinda pricey to think that you will just be

using it one time. So I thought of making my own. I was actually surprised when I saw this guide to

making your own bath bombs! Really happy it was on $0.99 promotion when I purchased this. The

instructions were clear, the ingredients needed aren't that difficult to find, but this book also provided

alternatives if you cant find one. I am excited to make one!

This is a blast! I could finally find a way how to ease the pain of throwing out leftovers or old stocks

(especially oatmeal) and put them into the inner essence of their existence. Whoever knows that

there's a witch named Hazel and whoever guessed that I couldn't find relief on my pocket due to my

wife's shopaholic attitude? Lol.. This piece is surely a treasure, dig in, you just couldn't even imagine

what fortune awaits for you there as well.

Before reading this book, I thought that bath bombs were just for beauty and relaxation purposes.

Little did I know that there are multiple benefits we can get from using bath bombs. The tips on

making the perfect ones are also useful. This will save me a lot of money and I can enjoy a variety

of combinations, scents, and effects. I can even make several of these as gifts for any occasion.

Fantastic!

Bath Bombs is for life! Bath Bombs are very useful especially it gives relaxation to our bodies and it

is also good for our pets at home. Ingredients is a big challenge for me since most of it are hard to

find in stores near me. I also like adding glitters and flowers since these smell good when it mixed.



I have purchased a bath bomb at a local "Lush"store and really loved it. So I thought I should try to

make my own. Not only does this book do a great job at teaching you how to make them, but it also

teaches you on the benefits of using bath bombs. Loved it!

The author gives great detail about what to do and what not to do when making your own bath

bombs. Making your own can be much cheaper than buying them at the store and even a fun

hobby!
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